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The use of a density functional theory methodology with on-site corrections (DFT+U) has been repeatedly shown to give an
improved description of localisedd andf states over those predicted with a standard DFT approach. However, the localisation
of electrons also carries with it the problem of metastability, due to the possible occupation of different orbitals anddifferent
locations. This study details the use of an occupation matrix control methodology for simulating localisedd and f states with
a plane-wave DFT+U approach which allows the user to control both the site and orbital localisation. This approach is tested
for orbital occupation using octahedral and tetrahedral Ti(III) and Ce(III) carbonyl clusters and for orbital and sitelocation
using the periodic systems anatase-TiO2 and CeO2. The periodic cells are tested by the addition of an electronand through the
formation of a neutral oxygen vacancy (leaving two electrons to localise). These test systems allow the successful study of orbital
degeneracies, the presence of metastable states and the importance of controlling the site of localisation within the cell, and it
highlights the use an occupation matrix control methodology can have in electronic structure calculations.

1 Introduction

The self-interaction error (SIE) of standard density functional
theory (DFT) methodologies is a well-known problem in elec-
tronic structure simulations. Originally, this failure was high-
lighted through the modelling of Mott insulators, with NiO be-
ing the archetypal material.1–5 Band theory predicts NiO to be
conducting, while experimental evidence indicates an antifer-
romagnetic insulating state. The strong Coulomb interaction
between 3d states gives rise to an energy separation between
occupied and unoccupied states leading to the insulating na-
ture. To help understand the electronic structure of such mate-
rials, DFT was employed. However, instead of corroborating
the experimental observation, the simulations either failed to
predict an insulating state or, when antiferromagnetic ordering
was explicitly considered, predicted a band gap that was an
order of magnitude smaller than experiment.4–6 This was pri-
marily due to the SIE inherent within DFT, which is a direct re-
sult of the approximations used to determine the exchange and
correlation with both the local density (LDA) and the gener-
alised gradient approximations (GGA). These approximations
result in the exchange not cancelling the self Coulomb term,
as would be the case in Hatree-Fock theory. The consequence
of this is that an electron essentially sees itself, creating an er-
roneous repulsion which artificially favours electron delocali-

† Electronic Supplementary Information (ESI) available: details of localisa-
tion sites for oxygen deficient cells. See DOI: 10.1039/b000000x/
a School of Chemistry and CRANN, Trinity College Dublin, Dublin 2, Ireland;
E-mail: watsong@tcd.ie

sation. This is of particular issue ford- and f -block systems
with strongly localised electrons.7,8

The manifestation of the SIE can be seen by considering a
hypothetical situation where a non-integer amount of an elec-
tron in an external reservoir is either added to or removed from
an isolated atom. During this process, the change in energy
should be linear.9 A true DFT functional would accurately
reproduce this behaviour; however, as the true functional is
unknown, the approximations of the exchange and correlation
are required to make computation possible. The SIE results in
a failure to reproduce this linear behaviour, with the change
in energy being non-linear with partial occupancy. Further-
more, the energy of the partially occupied state is artificially
lowered, relative to that of the true DFT functional. In prac-
tice, this results in a single electron being delocalised over a
number of atomic sites, rather on a single ion. For example, in
reduced-CeO2, the reduction generates excess electrons which
occupy thef orbitals. The SIE results in these electrons being
delocalised across the entire simulation, rather than being lo-
calised on specific sites forming Ce(III) ions.8

To counter the SIE and improve the simulation of such ma-
terials researchers often employ either on-site correction terms
to aid localisation or hybrid functionals which mix in a portion
of exact Fock exchange. The DFT+U approach, which adds
a Hubbard-type correction (U) to restore the discontinuity in
energy at integer occupations, is one of the more popular ap-
proaches in plane-wave DFT and often represents a good bal-
ance between accuracy and computational efficiency. The +U
is essentially chosen to act as an on-site correction to repro-
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duce the Coulomb interaction, thus acting as a penalty to delo-
calisation. Two popular methods are those derived by Liecht-
enstein10 and Dudarev.4 Of these, the latter is the more widely
used due to its simplicity. It is described by the following
equation:

EDudarev
DFT+U = EDFT+

Ueff

2 ∑
I,σ

∑
i

λ Iσ
i

(

1−λ Iσ
i

)

(1)

where λ Iσ
i is the occupation number for an orthogonal set

of localised orbitalsi on atomI with angular momentumσ .
Ueff is the effectiveU parameter, determined as the on-site
Coulomb interaction parameterU minus the on-site exchange
interaction parameterJ. The Dudarev approach is simplified
to only consider the difference betweenU and J, whilst the
Liechtenstein method uses the two parameters independently.
More recently, Zhou and Ozoliņš11,12 presented a reformu-
lation of the DFT+U approach, which includes an additional
parameter to correct for orbital-dependent SIE.

One of the drawbacks of using the DFT+U approach, how-
ever, is that when the partial occupation of orbitals is be-
ing penalised relative to integer occupation, metastable states
can become problematic due to the initial orbital occupations.
The occupation of different orbital configurations may lead
to metastable configurations which possess a sufficient energy
barrier such that they act as local minima, trapping a struc-
ture rather than allowing accurate prediction of the true ground
state of the system. This effect can thus be problematic regard-
less of whether the correct orbital ordering, degeneracy and
ground states are predicted. This may indeed be the cause of
the variety off orbital shapes and orientations seen in recent
studies of oxygen vacancies on CeO2(111) surfaces.13–15

Although the majority of studies generally neglect the pres-
ence and effect of metastable states, Dorado and co-workers
carried out a number of studies on UO2,16–19with metastable
states being a key focus. Their work suggests that metasta-
bility may be the cause of discrepancies in the literature for
f -block materials. For example, the defect chemistry of UO2
has been widely studied with DFT+U due to the observed non-
stoichiometry of the material. However, despite the use of
similar computational methodologies, defect formation ener-
gies can vary widely. For a neutral oxygen interstitial defect,
calculated formation energies range from -0.44 to -2.17 eV
with no apparent cause for the differences in the methodolo-
gies employed.20–24To investigate this problem, Doradoet al.
considered the occupation off orbitals in bulk UO2 using both
the Liechtenstein and Dudarev DFT+U approaches.16,17 To
further examine this effect, they implemented a methodology
to allow them to control whichf orbitals were occupied, al-
lowing a search of different orbital occupations. These studies
found that not only did the two methods give different config-
urations for the ground states, but also that higher energy con-
figurations were metastable, with the simulations becoming

trapped in these local minima with relative ease. For example,
implementation of this approach in the ABINIT code found
that for the 21 orbital configurations (considering only general
f-orbital combinations) with a Liechtenstein DFT+U method-
ology, the relative energy per U2O4 cell ranged from 0.00 to
3.45 eV depending onf orbital occupation.16 Furthermore, not
only did the cell energy vary with orbital occupation, signif-
icant differences were found in the electronic structure, with
the band gap ranging from metallic (0.0 eV) to 2.8 eV, thus
highlighting the need to predict the orbital occupations ofthe
ground state correctly.

The methodology that Dorado and co-workers applied to
their calculations of bulk UO2 was that of occupation matri-
ces. The occupation matrix is used with DFT+U to define the
occupation of a given set of orbitals, in this case thef orbitals,
for a given ion. The approach of Dorado works by specifying
the orbital occupation at the start of the calculation, which is
then used to specify a given orbital configuration,λ Iσ

i . This
orbital configuration is fixed for the first ten electronic minimi-
sation steps of the calculations, to encourage the occupation of
the specified orbitals, avoiding the occupation of unwantedlo-
cal minima. The range of different orbital configurations can
then be scanned over and the ground state configuration lo-
cated.

Dorado and co-workers applied this method successfully to
UO2, spawning a number of research articles and highlight-
ing some important effects and considerations in the mod-
elling of f -element systems. However, despite this volume
of work, a number of areas exist which need further explo-
ration. The work of Doradoet al. was solely focussed on UO2
and did not consider any otherf -element systems, nor did it
extend tod-element systems, which are also routinely stud-
ied with a DFT+U methodology. The differences between the
occupation of general and cubicf orbitals were not explicitly
considered. Furthermore, the methodology was restricted to
only being applied only during the first ten steps of the self-
consistent cycle. The aim of this work is to continue the study
of metastable states in periodic systems using a general ap-
plication of the occupation matrix control methodology with a
plane-wave DFT+U approach. To this end hypotheticald1 and
f 1 clusters and crystalline systems will be assessed as a proof
of concept, highlighting the applicability of this approach for
investigating orbital occupations and ground states for these
systems, as well as examining the use of the approach as a
screening tool to aid in surveys of different positions of elec-
tron localisation in defective systems.

2 Computational Methods

All calculations in this study were carried out using the peri-
odic DFT code VASP.25,26 This uses a plane-wave basis set
to describe the valence electronic states and the projector-
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augmented wave (PAW) method27,28 to describe interactions
between the core (C/O:[He], Ti:[Ar] and Ce:[Xe]) and valence
electrons. The exchange and correlation is treated with the
GGA via the Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof29 (PBE) functional.
The DFT+U approach is utilised for all calculations, using the
Dudarev approach, with all +U parameters originating from
previous studies which have used this method.8,30,31The aim
of this work was as a proof of concept of applying an occupa-
tion matrix control methodology rather than an assessment of
competing DFT+U approaches. However, it should be noted
that this implementation of occupation matrix control can be
utilised for both Liechtenstein and Dudarev methodologies
within the VASP code.

All systems were simulated with a plane wave cutoff of
400 eV, spin polarisation and no symmetry constraints. Struc-
tural convergence was deemed achieved when the forces on
all atoms were less than 0.01 eVÅ−1. For the Ti-based sys-
tems, aU value of 4.2 eV was applied to the 3d states of Ti
atoms. This value originates from the study of oxygen va-
cancies on the rutile-TiO2 (110) surface.30 It was found that
this U value correctly predicted the localisation of two excess
electrons on two Ti sites when an oxygen vacancy was intro-
duced to the surface. Furthermore, analysis of the electronic
structure showed that the resultant Ti(III) gap states wereboth
qualitatively and quantitatively well described in comparison
to experimental results. This methodology has been previ-
ously used to model defects in pure anatase-TiO2 as well as
Nb- and Ta-doped anatase-TiO2

32–35and rutile-TiO2.34,36The
Ti clusters were simulated in 25Å×25Å×25Å boxes with a
singlek-point atΓ. The clusters were simulated with a fixed
geometry to ensure that orbital degeneracies would not be af-
fected by any structural variations. All simulations of anatase-
TiO2 were achieved using a 3×3×1 108-atom supercell with
a 2×2×2 Monkhorst-Pack-centred37 k-point mesh.

For the Ce-based systems, aU value of 5.0 eV was applied
to the Ce 4f states. This value was derived by Nolanet al.
for modelling pure and defective surfaces of CeO2.8 It has
subsequently been used to accurately describe pure, defective
and doped CeO2 systems.31,38–50Furthermore, recent work by
Keatinget al. has shown the additional need to apply aU of
5.5 eV to the 2p states of oxygen when modellingp-type de-
fects in CeO2, due to the formation of O hole states.31 The
U value for the oxygen atoms was derived using anab initio
fitting procedure with a Koopman’s-like approach.32,51 This
additional term is only applied to bulk CeO2 calculations and
not the clusters. As with the Ti clusters, all Ce-based clus-
ters were simulated in 25̊A×25Å×25Å boxes with a singlek-
point atΓ and the structures were held fixed to ensure orbital
degeneracies would not be affected by structural variations.
Bulk CeO2 was modelled using a 2×2×2 96-atom supercell
with a 2×2×2 Monkhorst-Pack-centredk-point mesh.

To influence orbital filling, occupation matrices are utilised,

where each matrix is used to obtainλ Iσ
i explicitly. For thed

orbitals, the occupation for a given ion (assuming collinear
magnetism) can be specified by two 5×5 matrices, one repre-
senting up spin and the other down spin. The integer occupa-
tion of thedm orbitals are defined along the leading diagonal
of the matrix, fromd−2 in the top left-hand corner tod2 in the
bottom right-hand corner. These are defined within the VASP
code by spherical harmonics within the given simulation cell.
Therefore, it is important to ensure either bond/orbital geome-
tries are aligned to this reference frame correctly, or the occu-
pation matrix is rotated to give the correct orbital filling.The
matrix can be rotated (or orbitals distorted) through filling of
the relevant off-diagonal terms. The orbital occupationλ Iσ

i
is obtained from diagonalisation of the matrix and can be fed
into the DFT+U calculation (Equation 1). The occupation off
orbitals can be specified using the same approach, albeit with
two 7×7 matrices. In principle, the approach can also be ap-
plied tos andp orbitals.

To ‘constrain’ the occupation of the system, the occupations
are reset at the start of the simulation according to that speci-
fied by the user for each given atom. This is only implemented
within the calculation of the DFT+U energy and potential cor-
rection term, via Equation 1, thereby influencing the occu-
pation of a specified orbitalλ Iσ

i , rather than explicitly fixing
the wavefunction or charge density. During the self-consistent
field cycle, the additional potential encourages the true charge
density towards the occupation matrix input. By this virtue,
the system is not technically constrained as the system is still
able to relax to an alternative occupation; however, for sim-
plicity the termconstraint will be used to refer to this form
of occupation matrix control. It should be noted that for the
systems studied here, occupation of specified orbitals was rou-
tinely achieved using this approach without resorting to other
approaches (such as artificially increasing theU value on spe-
cific atom to encourage localisation). With this implemented
methodology, the orbital occupation for the specified atomsis
reset to the user-defined values at the start of each electronic
relaxation step. The structure is relaxed in this manner until
the convergence criteria is met. However, the energy of this
calculation cannot be utilised due to the artificial manipula-
tion of the DFT+U calculation. Following this, the occupa-
tion constraint is lifted and the structure is further relaxed us-
ing the previous structural and wavefunction information until
the convergence criteria is again met. This allows for further
relaxation of the electronic structure, and any consequential
structural relaxation until a minima in energy is found. Then,
if necessary, the cell can be further relaxed without the wave-
function information.

The approach implemented is similar to that utilised by
Dorado and co-workers16,17,19(VASP and ABINIT) and Tor-
rent and co-workers52,53 (ABINIT) but goes beyond it in a
number of ways. It is not solely restricted to the defini-
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tion of f orbitals and allowsd orbital occupations (as well
as s and p) to be defined. Furthermore, previous reports of
occupation matrix control have only applied the constraint
to the first ten steps of the self-consistent cycle; while the
approach used herein allows full geometry relaxation (or a
user specified number of electronic/ionic steps) with the con-
straint in place. The advantage of this is that it allows
polaronic distortion to form in response to the set occupa-
tion. This study is concerned with applying our occupation
matrix approach for controlling simpled1 and f 1 systems.
Additional information on the approach and coding can be
found at http://www.chemistry.tcd.ie/staff/
people/gww/gw_new/research/methodology.

All structural figures were generated using the visualization
package VESTA.54

3 Results

3.1 Ti-based Systems

3.1.1 Ti(III) Clusters. To assess the use of occupation
matrix control for modellingd-electrons, the first system of
study were based aroundd1 clusters. The cluster simulations
were principally used to investigate the predicted degener-
acy of orbitals within a crystal field and the integer occupa-
tion of dm orbitals in a symmetric environment. Two hypo-
thetical Ti(III) clusters were simulated, each using the neu-
tral CO ligand, namely octahedral [Ti(CO)6]3+ and tetrahedral
[Ti(CO)4]3+. Occupation matrix control was applied, in turn,
to favour the occupation of thed−2, d−1, d0, d1 and d2 or-
bitals, where the subscript number is them quantum number.
In a 3-dimensional Cartesian axis system wherex, y andz are
considered to be equivalent toa, b andc, these can be rela-
belled as thedxy, dyz, dz2, dxz anddx2

−y2 orbitals, respectively.
For a perfect octahedral crystal field of point charges, the

d orbitals should split into two levels: thet2g set (containing
thed−2, d−1 andd1 orbitals) and theeg set (containing thed0

andd2 orbitals), with the former being the lowest in energy.
The energy separation between thet2g andeg levels is char-
acterized by the quantity∆oct. For a cubic/tetrahedral field,
these energy levels are reversed and theg label is removed for
tetrahedral systems due to the loss of the inversion centre,thus
placing thee set lower in energy than the triply-degeneratet2
set. The magnitude of splitting is also reduced for tetrahedral
(tet) and cubic (cub) systems, with∆tet ≈

4
9∆oct and∆cub ≈

8
9∆oct.

The resultant minimized localisations and relative energies
of the [Ti(CO)6]3+ and [Ti(CO)4]3+ clusters are detailed in Fig.
1 and Fig. 2, respectively. The relative energies of the calcu-
latedd orbitals for the [Ti(CO)6]3+ cluster indicate that a typ-
ical octahedral splitting is observed, with a triply degenerate
set of orbitals being∼1.6 eV lower in energy than the dou-

bly degenerate set. Similarly, for the [Ti(CO)4]3+ cluster two
distinct orbital sets are observed, thee set (comprised ofd0

andd2) lowest in energy, withd−2, d−1, andd1 forming the
t2 set 0.62 eV above. The clusters were also simulated with
no occupation matrix control. For [Ti(CO)6]3+, the predicted
orbital occupation is an amalgamation of thet2g orbitals. It is
predominantly ofd−1 character, with somed−2 andd0 com-
ponents. It does, however, have an equivalent energy to thet2g

orbitals. For the [Ti(CO)4]3+ cluster, thed2 orbital is seen to
be occupied.

Overall, these results indicate that occupation matrix con-
trol of d orbitals is successful and that the correct splitting of
energy levels is reproduced using the DFT+U methodology.

3.1.2 Anatase-TiO2: An Excess Electron. The next step
was to apply the occupation matrix control to a periodic ma-
terial. For this purpose, anatase-TiO2 was used. The bulk
anatase structure is shown in Fig. 3(a) and is orthorhombic
in nature (space groupI41/amd). It possess six-coordinated0

Ti(IV) ions in a distorted octahedral environment and three-
coordinate oxygen ions in a trigonal planar arrangement. The
advantage of using the anatase polymorph over the more sta-
ble rutile form is that no rotation of the cell (or rotation ofthe
occupation matrix) is required to ensure that the Ti–O bonds
lie in the same planes as the principal axes, which is not the
case for rutile.

The selective occupation ofd orbitals in anatase was first
assessed through the formation of a singled1 Ti(III) ion,
achieved via the addition of an electron and its localisation at
a single Ti site. As with the clusters, the occupations of allfive
d orbitals were attempted and, for reference, a system with no
occupation matrix control was also simulated. The resultant
localisations and energies are detailed in Fig. 3.

For all localisations, a distortion in the lattice was seen due
to the size change from a Ti(IV) to a Ti(III) ion. However, as
the resultant structures were similar for all localisations stud-
ied, the degree of distortion has not been quantified. A num-
ber of observations can be drawn from these results. Firstly,
the successful occupation of thed−2, d−1 andd1 orbitals was
achieved, Figs. 3(b), (c) and (e), respectively. These orbitals
were found to be the lowest in energy and each minimized sys-
tem showed integer occupation of the desired orbital. Slight
variations in energy are likely a result of the distorted octa-
hedral geometry. Secondly, once the occupation matrix con-
straint was removed and the system restarted using the struc-
ture and wavefunction data, localisation in thed0 andd2 or-
bitals was unsuccessful, with the excessd-electron relaxing
into a lower energy orbital, Figs. 3(d) and (f), respectively.
For thed0 orbital, relaxation to thed−1 occurred, albeit with
a slight skew in thebc plane. Whereas for thed2 orbital, the
electron relaxed to thed−2 orbital. Therefore, the energies
of these two localisations were seen to be equivalent to those
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Fig. 1 Spin density plots for [Ti(CO)6]3+ clusters following occupation matrix control of the (a)d−2, (b) d−1, (c) d0, (d) d1 and (e)d2
orbitals. Energies (∆E rel.) shown are relative to the lowest energy occupation matrix-controlled orbital. The [Ti(CO)6]3+ cluster with no
occupation matrix control is given in (f). The spin density isosurfaces (green) are plotted at a level of 0.05 electronsÅ−3. Blue, grey, red and
orange spheres represent titanium, carbon and oxygen atoms, respectively.
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Fig. 2 Spin density plots for [Ti(CO)4]3+ clusters following occupation matrix control of the (a)d−2, (b) d−1, (c) d0, (d) d1 and (e)d2
orbitals. Energies (∆E rel.) shown are relative to the lowest energy occupation matrix-controlled orbital. The [Ti(CO)4]3+ cluster with no
occupation matrix control is given in (f). The spin density isosurfaces (green) are plotted at a level of 0.05 electronsÅ−3. Blue, grey, red and
orange spheres represent titanium, carbon and oxygen atoms, respectively.
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(a) (b) ∆E rel. = 0.00 eV 

(g) ∆E rel. = 0.00 eV (f) ∆E rel. = 0.00 eV (e) ∆E rel. = 0.01 eV 

(d) ∆E rel. = 0.01 eV (c) ∆E rel. = 0.01 eV 

a

b

c

Fig. 3 (a) Bulk anatase-TiO2 supercell used for the formation of a Ti(III) ion, where the site of the Ti(III) is highlighted by the darker
colours/larger spheres. Minimised spin density plots of the Ti(III) ion after occupation matrix control of the (b)d−2, (c) d−1, (d) d0, (e)d1 and
(f) d2 orbitals. It should be noted that the occupation of thed0 andd2 orbitals was unsuccessful, with relaxation to lower energyd orbitals.
The calculated spin density with no occupation matrix control is given in (g).Energies (∆E rel.) shown are relative to the lowest energy
configuration. The spin density isosurfaces (green) are plotted at a level of 0.05 electrons̊A−3. Blue and red spheres represent titanium and
oxygen atoms, respectively.

predicted for thet2g orbitals. Finally, starting from an ide-
alised structure with an initial magnetic moment set on a sin-
gle Ti site but with no occupation matrix control, the DFT+U
method successfully predicted a localisation which possessed
an equivalent energy to the lowest found with occupation ma-
trix control, Fig. 3 (g). However, the orientation of the lo-
calised orbital was seen to differ. Although closest in appear-
ance to thed−2 orbital, a small rotation about thea axis was
observed and the resultant orbital is similar in appearanceto
that observed for the cluster calculations within an octahedral
environment, Fig. 1(f).

Overall, the results suggest that the orbitals that would be
expected to be the lowest in energy from the point of view of
crystal field theory, are successfully simulated and found to be
the ground state. The occupation of higher energyd orbitals,
however, was unsuccessful, with the system relaxing to the
minimum energy orbitals. This suggests that the use of this
methodology for accessing high energy states in periodicd-
element systems may be unfeasible.

3.1.3 Anatase-TiO2: An Oxygen Vacancy. The finald-
system that the occupation matrix control methodology was
tested in was that of a defective system, namely bulk anatase-
TiO2 with an oxygen vacancy introduced. The formation of
a neutral oxygen vacancy results in two excess electrons in
the system, giving rise to the formation of two Ti(III) ions.
Although the optimal positions of the Ti(III) ions relativeto
the oxygen vacancy have been studied in some detail be-
fore,34,55–57to fully assess the ability of the occupation ma-
trix approach a full assessment of the cell was conducted. Ini-
tial tests indicated that the differences in energy betweenfer-

romagnetic and antiferromagnetic configurations of the two
Ti(III) ions was insignificant, therefore only ferromagnetic
couplings were trialled.

The Site Occupancy Disorder (SOD) code58 was used to
identify all the symmetry inequivalent combinations of arrang-
ing the two ions in the oxygen-deficient cell. This gave 202
different structures to be minimized. To ease the total num-
ber of calculations required, all orbital occupations wereset
to thed−2 orbital as this would be expected to be one of the
low energy configurations based on the results of adding an
electron to the bulk cell and chemical theory. The structures
were initially minimized with the occupation matrix control
constraint to allow the structure to distort based on that spe-
cific occupation and to generate a wavefunction. Once mini-
mization was achieved, the occupation matrix constraint was
removed and the structure was allowed to relax further, us-
ing the structure and wavefunction as a starting point. The
relaxed energies of these 202 configurations are given by the
closed black squares in Fig. 4. Following this, the wavefunc-
tion was removed and the calculation was restarted from the
distorted structure alone, thus allowing more freedom for ro-
tation/distortion of the occupiedd orbital. The results of these
202 simulations are included in Fig. 4 as open circles (both
blue and red). Full details of the different configurations are
given in the supplementary information, i.e. which Ti atoms
have had extra electrons added to them.

The occupation matrix constrained configurations show a
wide energy range with Ti(III) site occupation, with 0.84 eV
covering the most to least stable configurations. The most sta-
ble system following occupation matrix control is configura-
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Fig. 4 Plot showing the minimised energies following the
localisation of two electrons in an anatase-TiO2 cell containing an
oxygen vacancy, trialling over all possible Ti sites in the cell. The
configuration numbers are arbitrary, detailed in full in the
supplementary information. The closed black squares indicate
calculations which have used a starting structure and wavefunction
from the constrained occupation matrix calculation, and all energies
(∆E rel.) in the plot are given relative to the lowest energy
arrangement from this set of calculations (configuration 166). The
open circles are the resultant energies once the wavefunction has
been removed and the cell is relaxed from the distorted structure
alone. Blue circles indicate configurations that had at least one
Ti(III) ion nearest neighbour to the oxygen vacancy, all other
configurations have red circles.

tion number 166, which has the Ti(III) ions nearest neighbour
(NN) to each other but 4.34̊A away from the vacancy posi-
tion. All energies in Fig. 4 are set relative to this structure.
The location of the Ti(III) ions relative to the vacancy sitecan
be seen in Fig. 5(a).

Upon relaxation with no starting wavefunction, the trends in
data can be broadly separated into configurations with at least
one Ti(III) ion NN to the vacancy site and where both Ti(III)
ions are beyond a NN position. These are represented in Fig.
4 by the blue and red open circles, respectively. Overall, the
latter set of structures show little variation in energy when the
wavefunction information is removed. This implies that the
d orbital arrangement and structural distortion resulting from
the constraint is already at, or close to, a minimum in energy.
When a Ti(III) ion is NN to the vacant site, a significant re-
duction in energy is typically observed from that determined
using thed−2 occupation. In fact, configurations 154 and 156
are actually found to possess lower energies than configura-
tion 166. This increases the range covering least to most sta-
ble to 0.94 eV. Thed orbital shapes and Ti(III) positions for
configurations 166, 154 and 156 are given in Fig. 5(a), (b)
and (c), respectively. For configuration 166, the orbital occu-

pations can be approximated asd−2 orbitals rotated slightly
about thea axis. Configuration 154 shows that both Ti(III)
sites are NN to the vacancy position with the charge density
showing a significant distortion in the occupiedd orbital, with
one lobe enlarged and directed into the vacancy position. This
distortion is responsible for the large stabilisation in energy
when the simulations were restarted without the wavefunction
data. The up- and down-spin occupation matrices (Equations
2 and 3, respectively) for the Ti(III) 1 site of configuration154
are:













0.10 0.00 0.00 −0.01 0.00

0.00 0.66 −0.19 0.00 −0.27

0.00 −0.19 0.34 0.00 0.06

−0.01 0.00 0.00 0.10 0.00

0.00 −0.27 0.06 0.00 0.43













(2)













0.09 0.00 0.00 −0.01 0.00

0.00 0.08 0.03 0.00 0.04

0.00 −0.03 0.25 0.00 −0.06

−0.01 0.00 0.00 0.10 0.00

0.00 −0.04 −0.06 0.00 0.23













(3)

For configuration 156, the Ti(III) ion NN to the vacancy is
again distorted, giving rise to the reduction in energy, while
the second Ti(III) ion shows the occupation of thed−2 orbital.

To investigate the effect of occupying differentd orbital
combinations, and to further test the occupation matrix con-
trol methodology, configurations 166, 154 and 156 were fur-
ther studied. For each configuration, alld orbital combina-
tions were simulated by optimising the structure with the oc-
cupation matrix controlled wavefunction, and then restarting
from this data with the constraint lifted. The results of these
simulations are shown in 5(g), with the blue, black and red
coloured data refering to configurations 166, 154 and 156,
respectively. Missing data indicates that the location of the
Ti(III) ions changed on relaxation (for example, configuration
166 when the excess electrons were both placed ind2 orbitals).

For configuration 166, regardless of the initial constraint,
the resultingd orbitals were arranged in one of three arrange-
ments, or failed to remain on the correct Ti sites. The local-
isation depicted in Fig. 5(a), where thed orbitals can be ap-
proximated tod−2 orbitals rotated abouta axis, was actually
found to be the highest in energy of these configurations. The
remaining two arrangements, 0.03 eV lower in energy, were
found to be approximately degenerate (<0.01 eV difference).
The configuration that was lowest in energy is depicted by
the structure in Fig. 5(d). This configuration was found to
have one electron in thea-rotatedd−2 orbital and the other in
thed−1 orbital. The arrangement where both excess electrons
were ind−1 orbitals was equivalent in energy. The reason that
the combination with botha-rotatedd−2 orbitals occupied is
slightly higher in energy is likely due to greater orbital-orbital
repulsion across the periodic boundary.
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For configuration 154, regardless of the constraint, alld or-
bital combinations were found to relax to one of three struc-
tures. The structure previously determined, where both or-
bitals are distorted towards the vacancy site, Fig. 5(b), was
found to be the lowest energy structure. When both electrons
reside ind−2 orbitals the structure was at its highest energy
(0.37 eV above the minimum). The other orbital combination,
0.16 higher in energy than the minimum, is when one orbital is
distorted towards the vacancy and the other is in ad−2 orbital.

Configuration 156 showed that it was possible to obtain four
different orbital combinations, with five combinations failing
to minimise on the correct Ti sites. The two combinations that
were lowest in energy both showed a distortedd orbital on the
Ti(III) ion NN to the vacancy. However, occupation of the sec-
ond Ti site resulted in a slight variation in energy. The struc-
ture shown previously in Fig. 5(c), with the second Ti(III) site
having an electron in ad−2 orbital is actually 0.05 eV higher
in energy than having it in ad−1 orbital, Fig. 5(e), which is
therefore the ground state. The two highest energy configu-
rations both have thed−2 orbital occupied for the Ti(III) NN
site, with the energy being 0.25 and 0.19 eV higher in energy
than the minimum when either thed−2 or d−1 orbitals on the
second site are occupied, respectively.

Morgan and Watson34 reported that a configuration equiv-
alent to 156, with the same orbital combination seen in Fig.
5(e), as the lowest energy arrangement. They found this or-
bital arrangement to be 0.05 eV lower in energy than when
both Ti(III) ions were NN to the vacant site (with the orbitals
distorted towards it). This study found the difference in en-
ergy between these localisations to be 0.08 eV and thereforeis
in good agreement.

When the structure was minimised with no control of the
electron localisation, other than constraining the over spin of
the system to +2, one electron was found to delocalise. The
charge density, shown in Fig. 5(f), indicated one electron to
be fully localised on the next-nearest neighbour position and
the other electron to be split across the two NN Ti(III) ions.
Furthermore, this configuration was 0.42 eV higher in energy
than the lowest energy structure for configuration 156. This
demonstrates the importance of controlling the localisation of
electrons in such systems, and the coupling between the lo-
calised electron and local atomic distortion.

3.2 Ce-based Systems

3.2.1 Ce(III) Clusters. Understanding the expected crys-
tal field splitting off -block materials is more complicated than
d-block elements.59 This is in part due to thef -shell being
more contracted than thed-shell, causing the magnitude of the
f orbital splitting to be less pronounced.60 In addition, there is
no universal set off orbitals which is applicable to all mate-
rials.61 Thegeneral set, determined in the normal manner by

the product of the angular factors of the orbital, for example,
does not contain any sets of orbitals which are triply degen-
erate, as predicted by group theory for materials in a cubic
field.62 Therefore, in addition to the general set off orbitals,
a cubic set can be generated which are more appropriate for
f -elements in a cubic field, such as tetrahedral, cubic and oc-
tahedral geometries. The general set of orbitals in theirf m

form, wherem refers to the magnetic quantum number, are
thef−3, f−2, f−1, f 0, f 1, f 2 andf 3 orbitals. In simplified poly-
nomial form (in a 3-dimensional Cartesian axis system where
x, y andz are considered to be equivalent toa, b andc, respec-
tively) these are thef y(3x2

−y2), f xyz, f yz2, f z3, f xz2, f z(x2
−y2) and

f x(x2
−3y2) orbitals, respectively. While thef−2, f 0 and f 2 are

common to both the general and cubic sets, the other four are
not. Instead, the additional four cubic orbitals, defined asf y3,
f y(z2

−x2), f x(z2
−y2) andf x3, are formed through linear combina-

tions of the unique generalf orbitals:

fy3 =−

1
4

[

(6)
1
2 fyz2 +(10)

1
2 fy(3x2

−y2)

]

= f cubic
−3>−1 (4)

fy(z2
−x2) =

1
4

[

(10)
1
2 fyz2 − (6)

1
2 fy(3x2

−y2)

]

= f cubic
−1>−3 (5)

fx(z2
−y2) =

1
4

[

(10)
1
2 fxz2 +(6)

1
2 fy(x2

−3y2)

]

= f cubic
1>3 (6)

fx3 =−

1
4

[

(6)
1
2 fxz2 − (10)

1
2 fx(x2

−3y2)

]

= f cubic
1>3 (7)

For simplicity, the cubicf y3, f y(z2
−x2), f x(z2

−y2) andf x3 orbitals

will be referred to using the notationf cubic
−3>−1, f cubic

−1>−3, f cubic
1>3

and f cubic
3>1 , respectively. Thef cubic

−3>−1, for example, indicates
that thef orbital is unique to the cubic set and comprised of
a linear transformation of thef−3 and f−1 orbitals, with the
cubic orbital possessing a greater contribution from thef−3

orbital than thef−1 orbital.
Within a perfect tetrahedral field, the cubic set off orbitals

split into three degenerate levels.59,61,63The lowest energy of
these is the typically either thet2 set (f cubic

−3>−1, f 0 and f cubic
3>1 )

or thet1 set (f cubic
−1>−3, f cubic

1>3 andf 2), depending on the relative
strength ofσ and π interactions in the bonds. When theσ
character is dominant, thet1 set is the lowest, and vice versa
for whenπ dominates. The highest energy level is the singly
degeneratea1 (f−2). An identical splitting is observed in a
cubic field, albeit with an increased crystal field stabilization
energy, and thet2, t1 anda1 symmetry labels change tot1u, t2u

anda2u, respectively. In a perfect octahedral field, the levels
are reversed in energy, in the same way as ford orbitals, with
thea2u orbital becoming the lowest in energy. The symmetry
labels in the octahedral environment are identical to thosein a
cubic environment.

The occupation of a generalf orbital is defined by the inte-
ger occupation of the leading diagonal in the occupation ma-
trix. Therefore, as thef orbitals which are unique to the cubic
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Fig. 5 Structure and charge density of the minimised structures for configurations (a) 166, (b) 154 and (c) 156, following relaxation with
d-electrons constrained to thed−2 orbitals, then restarted using the distorted structure alone and no wavefunction data. The minimum energy
d-electron arrangements for configurations (d) 166 and (e) 156 aftertrialling over all possible combinations. The charge density and structure
of the oxygen-deficient anatase-TiO2 cell with no constraint overd orbital or Ti site is shown in (f). Full data for trialling acrossd orbital
combinations is shown in (g) for the 166 (blue), 154 (black) and 156 (red) configurations, where the energies (∆E rel.) are relative to the lowest
energy combination/configuration located (corresponding to the structure given in (e)). The spin density isosurfaces (green) are plotted at a
level of 0.05 electrons̊A−3, and the blue and red spheres represent titanium and oxygen atoms, respectively. The vacancy position is indicated
by the black sphere.
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set are formed through combination of the general orbitals,it
is not possible to define their occupation through an integer
value in the leading diagonal. Instead, the occupation matri-
ces used to specify occupation of the unique cubicf orbitals
are:

f cubic
−3>−1 =





















0.60 0.00 0.45 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

0.45 0.00 0.40 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00





















(8)

f cubic
−1>−3 =





















0.40 0.00 −0.45 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

−0.45 0.00 0.60 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00





















(9)

f cubic
1>3 =





















0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.60 0.00 0.45

0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.45 0.00 0.40





















(10)

f cubic
3>1 =





















0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.40 0.00 −0.45

0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 −0.45 0.00 0.60





















(11)
These occupation matrices represent a reasonable approxima-
tion of the cubic orbitals and are found to typically result in
the correct occupation of the specified orbital upon relaxation.

As done previously for thed orbitals, the initial investiga-
tion of the occupation off orbitals was achieved using sim-
ple cluster models, namely the tetrahedral and octahedralf 1

species [Ce(CO)4]3+ and [Ce(CO)6]3+. The spin density plots
and relative energies of the tetrahedral and octahedral clusters
are given in Fig. 6 and Fig. 7. For [Ce(CO)4]3+, all f or-
bital occupations were successfully achieved with the excep-
tion of the generalf−1 and f 1 configurations, which relaxed
to thef cubic

−1>−3 andf cubic
1>3 arrangements, respectively. The other

two unique generalf orbitals,f−3 andf 3, however, were ob-
served to be higher in energy than all otherf orbitals (0.28 eV
higher in energy than the ground state). Of the cubic set, the

f orbitals can be grouped by energy into three different sets,
two of which are triply degenerate with relative energies of
0.00 eV and 0.21 eV and the remaining orbital (f−2) having a
relative energy of 0.08 eV. Of the triply degenerate levels,the
lowest in energy, and hence the ground state, is comprised of
the f cubic

−1>−3, f cubic
1>3 and f 2 orbitals and can thus be identified

as thet1 set. When the cluster is relaxed with no occupation
matrix constraint, the orbital is seen to be of similar energy to
the t1 set (0.01 eV higher) but its appearance is rotated. This
rotation is likely due to the degeneracy of thet1 orbitals, with
the resultant occupation being some form of averaged orbital.
The up-spin occupation matrix for thisf orbital is:




















0.35 0.03 0.25 −0.30 0.19 0.14 −0.10

0.03 0.02 0.02 −0.02 0.02 0.01 −0.01

0.25 0.02 0.18 −0.21 0.13 0.10 −0.07

−0.30 −0.02 −0.21 0.27 −0.16 −0.12 0.08

0.19 0.02 0.13 −0.16 0.10 0.08 −0.06

0.14 0.01 0.10 −0.12 0.08 0.06 −0.04

−0.10 0.01 −0.07 0.09 −0.06 −0.04 0.03





















(12)

When diagonalised, this matrix gives a single occupied orbital
(occupation equal to 0.98), composed of the following general
f -orbital contributions (fromf−3 to f 3):

(

0.60 0.05 0.42 −0.52 0.32 0.24 −0.17
)

(13)

For the octahedral complexes, all trialledf orbitals success-
fully localised with the exception of the the generalf−1 andf 1

configurations, which again relaxed to thef cubic
−1>−3 and f cubic

1>3
arrangements, respectively. As with the tetrahedral clusters,
the energies of the cubicf orbitals are found to form three en-
ergies ranges. The lowest in energy is the singlef−2 orbital.
The next in energy, by just 0.02 eV, is thet2u set (f cubic

−1>−3, f cubic
1>3

andf 2). Finally, thet1u set is observed 0.28 eV higher in en-
ergy than the ground state. With no occupation matrix control,
the correct ground state is predicted with the electron occupy-
ing anf−2 orbital.

Overall, both clusters are in broad agreement with crystal
field theory. In both cases, two triply degenerate levels are
predicted, with the remainingf orbital forming a singly degen-
erate level. In addition, for both clusters, the two triply degen-
erate levels are comprised of the expectedf orbitals, while the
unique generalf orbitals that could be localised were observed
to be substantially higher in energy than the other modelledf
orbitals. The ordering of levels were generally seen to be re-
versed from the tetrahedral to octahedral configurations. The
only caveat of this is the ordering off−2 and triply degenerate
state comprised off cubic

−1>−3, f cubic
1>3 andf 2 orbitals. In terms of

the ligand field splitting, the octahedral complexes show the
expected splitting, albeit with a very small separation between
the a2u and t2u levels. However, discrepancies exist for the
tetrahedral complex. Rather than being highest in energy, the
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Fig. 6 Spin density plots for [Ce(CO)4]3+ clusters following occupation matrix control of the general (a)f−3, (b) f−2, (c) f−1, (d) f 0, (e) f 1,
(f) f 2 and (g)f 3 orbitals. The unique cubic orbitals are also detailed, given by (h)f cubic

−3>−1, (i) f cubic
−1>−3, (j) f cubic

1>3 and (k)f cubic
3>1 , as defined in the

text. The [Ce(CO)4]3+ cluster with no occupation matrix control is given in (l). It should be noted that the occupation of thef 3 andf 5 orbitals
was unsuccessful, with relaxation to lower energy cubicf orbitals. Energies (∆E rel.) shown are relative to the lowest energy orbital. The spin
density isosurfaces (purple) are plotted at a level of 0.05 electronsÅ−3. Yellow, grey and red spheres represent cerium, carbon and oxygen
atoms, respectively.
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Fig. 7 Spin density plots for [Ce(CO)6]3+ clusters following occupation matrix control of the general (a)f−3, (b) f−2, (c) f−1, (d) f 0, (e) f 1,
(f) f 2 and (g)f 3 orbitals. The unique cubic orbitals are also detailed, given by (h)f cubic

−3>−1, (i) f cubic
−1>−3, (j) f cubic

1>3 and (k)f cubic
3>1 , as defined in the

text. The [Ce(CO)6]3+ cluster with no occupation matrix control is given in (l). It should be noted that the occupation of thef 3 andf 5 orbitals
was unsuccessful, with relaxation to lower energy cubicf orbitals. Energies (∆E rel.) shown are relative to the lowest energy orbital. The spin
density isosurfaces (purple) are plotted at a level of 0.05 electronsÅ−3. Yellow, grey and red spheres represent cerium, carbon and oxygen
atoms, respectively.
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a1 level is seen to be between the two triply degenerate states,
with an energy separation of just 0.08 eV to the ground state.

3.2.2 CeO2: An Excess Electron. The application of
the occupation matrix control methodology to a crystallinef -
element system was tested through the localisation of a single
electron into bulk CeO2. CeO2 has a cubic flourite structure
(space groupFm3̄m) with each Ce(IV) ion being surrounded
by eight O ions in a cubic arrangement. Ce(IV) ions are for-
mally f 0 and thus the addition of an electron generates a sin-
gle f 1 species in a cubic crystalline environment. Localisation
was attempted in all cubic and generalf orbitals. The results
of which, both qualitatively and quantitatively, are detailed in
Fig. 8 alongside that found with no control off m.

Firstly, localisation was possible in allf orbitals, with none
relaxing to alternative configurations. Secondly, as with the
clusters, the energies of the different orbitals can be grouped
into three degenerate sets, based on the crystal field splitting in
a cubic environment, with the unique generalf orbitals form-
ing an additional degenerate set. The lowest in energy com-
prises of thef cubic

−1>−3, f cubic
1>3 and f 2 orbitals (thet2u set). The

t1u set (f cubic
−3>−1, f 0 andf cubic

3>1 ) is then observed 0.15 eV higher
in energy, followed by the singly degeneratea2u orbital (f−2)
which has a relative energy of 0.23 eV. The unique general
orbitals are once again seen to be the highest in energy, albeit
only marginally less stable than thef−2 configuration. Finally,
when the system is relaxed with an initial magnetic moment
but no occupation matrix control, a slightly lower energy con-
figuration is found (0.03 eV lower than thet2u orbitals). The
spin density plot of this configuration shows a rotated orbital,
similar to that found with no occupation matrix control with
the clusters. The origin of this is likely the same, in that the
predictedf orbital is an averaged low energy orbital, similar
to that observed previously (Equation 13). It may gain addi-
tional stability through the presence of the surrounding posi-
tively charged Ce(IV) ions, as the lobes are now directed more
towards them than to the oxygen cage. The occupation matrix
for this rotated orbital is also similar to that given for theclus-
ter in Equation 12.

3.2.3 CeO2: An Oxygen Vacancy. The final f -element
system to be considered was a defective crystalline environ-
ment, simulated through the formation of an oxygen vacancy
in the CeO2 lattice. The reduction of CeO2 has been widely
studied due to its importance for catalysis and oxygen diffu-
sion applications,64–66 and thus the two excess electrons that
remain are known to localise at two different Ce sites, form-
ing two Ce(III) species. The two electrons are typically mod-
elled as being localised at NN sites to the vacancy,50,67–70al-
though recent studies have reported them to be located at next-
nearest neighbour (NNN) sites.71,72 To assess the application
of the occupation matrix control methodology to this kind of
defectivef -element system, the SOD code58 was again used

to identify all symmetry inequivalent combinations of arrang-
ing the two Ce(III) ions within the O-deficient cell. Due to
the high symmetry of the fluorite lattice, the number of pos-
sible arrangements was only 33, full details of which are pro-
vided in the supplementary information. Initial tests found
a negligible difference between antiferromagnetic and ferro-
magnetic arrangements, in agreement with past work,31 and
thus all simulations were simulated as ferromagnetic. To ease
the total number of calculations, in a similar way as done for
TiO2, all Ce(III) species were trialled with thef -electron being
placed in thef 2 orbital. Based on both idealised crystal field
theory and the above results, thef 2 orbital should be one of
the lowest in energy and it is common to both the general and
cubic sets. As done previously for TiO2, each of the 33 differ-
ent combinations were initially minimized with the occupation
matrix constrained. Once relaxed, the constraint was lifted
and the calculation was further relaxed keeping the structure
and wavefunction information from the constrained calcula-
tion. The relaxed energies of these are given by the closed
black/green squares in Fig. 9. Of these arrangements, config-
uration 30 was the lowest in energy, which had the Ce(III) ions
in NNN positions to the vacancy, and all energies in Fig. 9 are
given relative to this configuration. Configurations 31 and 33
also had a similar energy and NNN arrangement. Configura-
tion 9 showed an energy only marginally higher (0.04 eV) and
possessed a configuration with one Ce(III) ion NN to the va-
cancy and the other NNN. Configuration 1, 0.13 eV higher in
energy than configuration 30, represents the commonly stud-
ied structure with both Ce(III) ions NN to the vacancy. Over-
all, it can be seen that location of the Ce(III) ions in the cell
(with the f -electrons in thef 2 orbitals) gives rise to a 0.40 eV
range of energies.

Each of the 33 configurations were then restarted from the
structural information but with the electronic wavefunction
data removed. Upon relaxation, six configurations failed to
retain the correct localisation, indicated by the closed green
squares in Fig. 9. For each case, at least one of the excess
electrons were seen to move from the intended Ce site to an al-
ternative. For all other configurations the Ce(III) ions were ob-
served to remain in the correct location, showing that localdis-
tortion alone can direct the localisation, but a certain amount
of distortion/rotation of thef orbital was observed. This re-
sulted in a reduction of the energy, similar to that observed
for the introduction of an excess electron into bulk CeO2 (Fig.
8). These relaxed energies are shown in Fig. 9 by the open
red circles. The range of energies that the different configura-
tions are spread over is similar to that seen for the constrained
systems, with a range of 0.38 eV. Configuration 30 was still
found to exhibit the lowest energy, however a slightly larger
reduction in the energy of configuration 9 meant that it pos-
sessed a very similar energy to configuration 30. Configura-
tion 1 showed a larger reduction in energy than configuration
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(m) ∆E rel. = -0.03 eV 

(a) (b) ∆E rel. = 0.15 eV 
f
-3>-1

(i) ∆E rel. = 0.15 eV 
f
0

(h) ∆E rel. = 0.24 eV 
f
-1

(l) ∆E rel. = 0.24 eV 
f
3

(f) ∆E rel. = 0.24 eV 
f
-3

(j) ∆E rel. = 0.24 eV 
f
1

(k) ∆E rel. = 0.00 eV 
f
2

(g) ∆E rel. = 0.23 eV 
f
-2

(c) ∆E rel. = 0.00 eV 
f
-1>-3

(e) ∆E rel. = 0.15 eV 
f
3>1

(d) ∆E rel. = 0.00 eV 
f
1>3

cubic cubic

cubic cubic

a

b

c

No Control

Fig. 8 (a) Bulk CeO2 supercell used for the formation of a Ce(III) ion, where the site of the Ce(III) is highlighted by the darker colours/larger
spheres. Minimised spin density plots of the Ce(III) ion after occupation matrix control of the unique cubicf orbitals (b)f cubic

−3>−1, (c) f cubic
−1>−3,

(d) f cubic
1>3 and (e)f cubic

3>1 . Spin density plots for the general set off orbitals are given by (f)f−3, (g) f−2, (h) f−1, (i) f 0, (j) f 1, (k) f 2 and (l)f 3.
The calculated spin density with no occupation matrix control is given in (m).The spin density isosurfaces (purple) are plotted at a level of
0.05 electrons̊A−3. White/yellow and pink/red spheres represent cerium and oxygen atoms, respectively.
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9, likely due to the additional freedom of the orbital distorting
towards the vacancy position, although it was still higher in
energy than configurations 9, 30, 31 and 33. This suggest that
of stabilisation gained is related to the position of the Ce(III)
ion, with distortion/rotation of the orbital leading to a greater
stabilisation when in a NN position. The structure and orbital
shapes of configurations 1, 9 and 30 are shown in Fig. 10(a)
to (c), respectively. When the system was relaxed with the
overall spin of the system constrained to +2 but no direction
to the site of localisation or use of the occupation matrix con-
trol methodology, the two electrons were found to delocalise
over the system.

To investigate the effect of occupying differentf orbital
combinations, and to further test the occupation matrix con-
trol methodology, additional simulations were run for config-
urations 1, 9 and 30. For each configuration, all cubicf or-
bital combinations were simulated by optimising the structure
with the occupation matrix controlled wavefunction, and then
restarting from this data with the constraint lifted. The energy
of each simulation is given in Fig. 10(d), with the energies set
relative to the lowest energy orbital combination from thisset
of calculations. The black, red and blue coloured data in 10(g)
refer to configurations 1, 9 and 30, respectively.

The plot shows that all of the differentf orbital configura-
tions could be localised, and a relaxed energy obtained. With
the exception of combinations containing thef−2 orbital, all
combinations follow the expected stability from filling of the
previously observed energy levels. The lowest energy for each
configuration is found when orbitals from thet2u orbital set
are occupied (f cubic

−1>−3, f cubic
1>3 and f 2). When one Ce ion has

an f -electron in thet2u orbital set and the other ion has one in
the t1u orbital set (f cubic

−3>−1, f 0 andf cubic
3>1 ), the energy increases

by between 0.15 to 0.19 eV; while an increase in energy of
0.29-0.32 eV is observed when bothf -electrons are in thet1u

orbital set. Regardless of the occupied orbitals, the energy of
the different configurations typically follows from the least to
highest energy 30< 9 < 1, as observed in initial tests using
only thef 2 orbital for occupation.

The unexpected results of configurations containing the
f−2 orbital can be traced to the local coordination and ex-
plained through examination of the configurations where both
f -electrons reside inf−2 orbitals, highlighted by the dashed
green box in 10(d). The stability of this orbital changes de-
pending on whether it is on a Ce ion NN to the vacancy or
NNN, the isosurfaces of which are shown in 10(e) and (f), re-
spectively. When the orbital is occupied NN to the vacancy a
distortion occurs allowing one of the lobes to extend towards
the vacancy position, stabilising the configuration. When the
ion is surrounded by eight oxide ions then the regularf−2 or-
bital shape is observed, as seen previously when an electronis
added to pure bulk CeO2. The result of this stabilisation means
that different trends are observed, depending on the configu-

ration. For configuration 30, with both Ce(III) ions NNN to
the vacancy, the ordering is the same as expected from crys-
tal field theory. Thus, the combination wheref−2 orbitals are
occupied on both Ce(III) ions is the least stable, with the en-
ergy being 0.44 eV greater than occupying at2u orbital on each
Ce(III) ion. However, for configuration 1, where both Ce(III)
ions are NN to the vacancy, the distortion stabilises the orbital
combination giving it a energy 0.21 eV higher than when both
electrons are int2u orbitals. This is therefore contrary to that
expected from crystal field theory, being lower in energy than
when thef -electrons are int1u orbitals. For configuration 9,
where one electron is on a Ce which is NN to the vacancy and
the other is on one which is NNN, the energy is 0.33 eV higher
than when both electrons are int2u orbitals, in between the en-
ergies of configurations 1 and 30. Combinations where only
one electron is in anf−2 orbital are similarly affected.

1 5 10 15 20 25 30 33

Configuration Number
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∆
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Fig. 9 Plot showing the minimised energies following the
localisation of two electrons in a CeO2 cell containing an oxygen
vacancy, trialling over all possible Ce sites in the cell. The
configuration numbers are arbitrary, detailed in full in the
supplementary information. The closed squares indicate calculations
which have used a starting structure and wavefunction from the
constrained orbital occupation calculation, and all energies (∆E rel.)
in the plot are given relative to the lowest energy arrangement from
this set of calculations (configuration 30). The open red circles are
the resultant energies once the wavefunction has been released and
the cell is relaxed from the distorted structure alone. Green squares
indicate that the location of the Ce(III) ions in the cell changed
when the wavefunction was released, and as such there is no
corresponding red circle.
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Fig. 10 Structure and charge density of the minimised structures for configurations (a) 1, (b) 9 and (c) 30, following relaxation with
f -electrons constrained to thef 2 orbitals, then restarted using the distorted structure alone and no wavefunction data. Full data for trialling
acrossf orbital combinations is shown in (d) for the 1 (black), 9 (red) and 30 (blue) configurations, where the energies (∆E rel.) are relative to
the lowest energy combination/configuration located. The green box highlights combinations wheref−2 orbitals are occupied on both Ce(III)
atoms. The spin density of anf−2 orbital when the Ce(III) ion is (e) nearest-neighbour to the vacancy and (f) fully coordinated. The spin
density isosurfaces (purple) are plotted at a level of 0.05 electronsÅ−3, and the yellow/white and red spheres represent cerium and oxygen
atoms, respectively. The vacancy position is indicated by the black sphere.
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4 Discussion

Overall, this study has demonstrated the use of an occupation
matrix control methodology for simulating localisedd and f
states with a plane-wave DFT+U approach. This has been
tested with simpled1 andf 1 cluster species as well as the for-
mation of localised states within periodic systems. The ap-
proach has been shown to allow a range of different orbital
configurations to be simulated for all systems, highlighting the
problem of metastable states in such systems. Furthermore,
the methodology is found to be a viable method for directing
the position of localisation, as well as the orbital configura-
tion.

For thed 1 clusters, alld orbitals could be located by con-
trolling the occupation, regardless of orbital energy. Theex-
pected orbital degeneracy was also reproduced for both sim-
ple octahedral and tetrahedral geometries. For the addition of
an electron into bulk anatase-TiO2, however, the accessibility
of metastable states was not possible. When either thed0 or
d2 orbitals were occupied, they were found to relax to lower
energy orbital configurations when the constraint was lifted.
When no occupation matrix control was applied, for both the
octahedral cluster and the pure supercell, an averagedd orbital
configuration was found, which was comparable in energy to
the lowest energy individual orbitals from thet2g set.

The use of the occupation matrix control methodology for
controlling both the sites of localisation and the orbital con-
figurations of more than oned-electron was assessed using a
bulk anatase-TiO2 cell containing a neutral oxygen vacancy,
leaving two electrons to localise at different Ti sites. Foras-
sessing the site of localisation, all 202 configurations of ar-
ranging the twod-electrons (initiated ind−2 orbitals) could be
successfully localised. The vacancy itself was found to cause
a large distortion in the charge density when the electron was
localised on a NN site, with the distorted orbital being signifi-
cantly more stable than ad−2 orbital. Although this distortion
was not always found when starting from wavefunction data
pertaining to thed−2 orbitals, when the calculation proceeded
from structural data alone, the distortion was obtained. When
no occupation matrix control was applied to the system, one
electron was found to delocalise, giving a configuration which
was significantly higher in energy than found using an occu-
pation matrix control approach.

For assessing the accessibility of different orbital combina-
tions, three different Ti(III) ion configurations were used, with
all d orbital combinations trialled. Similarly to the pure bulk
material and clusters, localisation in high energy orbitals was
not possible, with the electrons relaxing to lower energy states
when the occupation matrix constraint was lifted.

Overall these results suggest that an occupation matrix con-
trol methodology can be of use for directing orbital occupation
within d-element systems. Although higher energy states may

not be accessible in all cases, localisation into low energycon-
figurations is possible. The approach has also been shown to
be of use for directing localisation onto specific atomic sites,
as well as a screening tool for trialling over different configu-
rations within a system. It should be noted that for the anatase-
TiO2 cell studied here, the lowest energy configuration was
not located without controllingboth the site of localisation and
the orbital occupations.

For thef 1 cluster systems, the majority of orbital config-
urations for simple octahedral and tetrahedral systems could
be located and the wavefunction minimised. Exceptions to
this were the generalf−1 and f 1 orbitals which could not be
localised for these cubic-based geometries. Expected orbital
degeneracies were reproduced, although there was some dis-
crepancies between the simulations and theory for orbital or-
dering in the tetrahedral complex, specifically with the singly
degenerate state being lower in energy than expected. Simu-
lations of the tetrahedral complex, which possesses a triply
degenerate ground state, with no occupation matrix control
predicted an orbital geometry that appeared to be an averaged
f orbital, rather than localisation in a single cubic orbital. A
similar averaged orbital was predicted for an excess electron
in bulk CeO2 when no occupation matrix control was applied,
although due to the orbital lobes being directed towards the
positively charged Ce sub-lattice, a slight reduction in energy
from those of the individualt2u cubic orbitals was observed.
All cubic and generalf orbitals could be successfully accessed
for this bulk system, with expected orbital degeneracies and
relative energies. Of particular note for these systems wasthe
ease of accessibility of higher energyf orbitals, which, unlike
the high energy energyd orbitals, acted as local minima.

To assess the ability of the methodology for controlling both
localisation site and orbital configurations for a system with
more than onef -electron, a bulk CeO2 cell containing a neu-
tral oxygen vacancy (leaving two excess electrons to localise
on two Ce sites) was used. For assessing the site of localisa-
tion, all electrons were initiated inf 2 orbitals and all 33 config-
urations of arranging them in the cell were successful. Upon
removal of the wavefunction information, averagedf orbitals
were predicted, similar to those observed with the pure mate-
rial and the tetrahedral cluster. Again, a reduction in energy
was observed to accompany this averaged orbital, a likely re-
sult of the lobes being directed towards the Ce sub-lattice.The
results also suggested that the the excess electrons were most
stable when localised on sites either NN or NNN to the va-
cancy, with the configurations having similar energy (covered
by a range of 0.05 eV). When simulating the system with no
occupation control or direction to localisation, both electrons
were found to delocalise over the cell.

For assessing the occupation of different cubicf orbital
combinations, three different configurations were again used,
trialling over all combinations. All attempted orbital combi-
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nations were successfully located, with no relaxation to lower
energy configurations. The relative energies of the different
combinations followed expected trends from crystal field the-
ory, with the exception of combinations involving the occupa-
tion of thef−2 orbital, where local structure influenced results.

Overall these results indicate the applicability of the
methodology for controllingf orbital occupation, in terms of
both the site and explicit orbital, with the majority of cubic
and generalf orbitals being successfully located for the dif-
ferent systems. This means that metastability is likely to be a
more significant problem forf -element systems than ford sys-
tems. This indicates that care must be taken when modelling
f -element systems as the local minima could have an impact
on predicted energies and, potentially, the electronic proper-
ties. This also raises the possibility of metastability being the
origin of the range of orbital shapes seen in studies of oxygen
vacancies on CeO2(111) surfaces.13–15

The presence of metastable states in bothd- and f -block
materials is likely to be more complex, and indeed more prob-
lematic, for systems containing more than one electron on the
same site. In these cases, the number of possible electron
configurations increases, for example, Mn(IV) and U(IV) ions
which ared3 andf 2, respectively. Metastability is also likely
to be of issue for materials which can contain variable oxida-
tion states of the same species, such as the range of oxidation
states available for Mn and U ions.

5 Conclusion

In summary, this study has outlined and demonstrated the use
of a methodology for controlling the occupation ofd and f
orbitals, and in principles andp orbitals, when using a plane-
wave DFT+U approach. Not only does it allow the occupa-
tion of specific orbital configurations to be assessed but it also
provides a tool for trialling different atomic positions for lo-
calised electronic states. The presence of metastable states is
shown for bothd- andf -element systems, which are of signif-
icant concern forf -element systems, as there appears to be a
greater barrier to relaxation to the ground state. The site of lo-
calisation is also important, as different configurations can act
as local minima. For the anatase-TiO2 and CeO2 systems con-
taining an oxygen vacancy that were included herein, the site
of localisation gave rise to an energy deviation of up to 0.94
and 0.40 eV, respectively. Therefore care must be taken to trial
different combinations to ensure the lowest energy system is
located.
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